CREATIVE MENU OF SERVICES
With years of experience and hundreds of
campaigns to their name, our award-winning
Creative team at Distilled have the skills and
expertise to create your next piece of
engaging content.
Working across an array of formats, from
standalone interactive infographics to
integrated video and PR campaigns, we aim
to find the right solution for you, with results
to show for it, whether in the form of links,
social reach, or brand awareness.
Read on to see what we can do for you...

INTERACTIVE CONTENT
Interactive content can come in many guises. However
ultimately, we choose the format best-suited to the
budget, idea and target audience to gain traction and
engagement.
Interactive articles
Map-based visualisations
Games
Guides
Quizzes
Data visualisations
Scrolling visualisations
Tools
Photo stories

ANIMATION AND VIDEO
Our portfolio boasts an impressive array of video content, from
stop-motion animation to live-action shoots. What’s more, we
can take care of the whole process for you, from storyboarding
right through to post-production.
Product/informational demos
Public social experiments
Integrated video campaigns
Video marketing
Video for social

WEB DESIGN
Put our UX and UI skills to the test with a website
redesign, complete with sourced photography and
bespoke icons. Naturally, everything is designed and
developed with mobile in mind.
Product page templates
Full website redesigns
Standalone pages
Landing pages

ADVERTISING & BRANDED CONTENT
Creating engaging and entertaining branded content is
what we do, all with your brand's marketing message
front of mind. With the ability to span across various
mediums, we make sure each campaign is the
embodiment of your values to build on and strengthen
your brand.
Banner ads
Email templates
Native advertising
Brand guidelines
Snapchat filters
Social media ads

BRAND STRATEGY
By working with you to define your company's needs we can
help with short to long term brand strategies. We can devise
content strategies for specific KPIs, or create white papers and
various other forms of content to support an existing strategy.
Content strategy
Resource centres
Case studies
Whitepapers
Integrated campaigns

PR & OUTREACH
By combining traditional PR tactics with more contemporary
research tools we are able to form a real content strategy.
Whether that calls for social interactions, traffic, linking domains
or good old fashioned coverage, our PR team knows what to do,
where to place it and who to speak to.

Blog posts
Media gifting
Surveys
Press releases
Expert analysis & articles
Blogger events
Competitions

Interested?
Contact us to discuss your next creative project
www.distilled.net

sales@distilled.net

